
Residential inspection:

Any location that’s pummeled by a hurricane can fall prey to unscrupulous folks looking to
make a fast buck. But armed with a residential inspection report, homeowners will know for
certain whether a roof replacement or another major repair is necessary or not.
Homes can take a serious beating through hurricane season. Even if a category 4 doesn’t
make landfall, the related storm activity can batter and flood properties along the coastline
and further inland. When FEMA isn’t coming to the rescue, a home inspection can help put
homeowners on the right path toward storm damage repair.
Here are some common problems that you might encounter on the job.

Extensive Roof Damage

Driving rains, high winds and hail can really do a number on any home’s roof. Unlike other
exposed areas of a house, it gets no protection. Not all roof damage is serious, which is
good news for the homeowner. And roof inspection services can determine the difference.
Expect:

1. Lifted or broken shingles
2. Hailstone marks
3. Damaged flashing
4. Fallen debris damage
5. Loose or missing soffits and fascia boards
6. Damaged gutters and downspouts

Lifted, Broken or Severely Damaged Siding

High winds and flying debris make up the most damaging threats during a hurricane. If a tree
branch breaks and winds throw it against the house, siding might be dented, lifted or entirely
missing.

Expect:
1. Loose siding boards or panels
2. Hailstone or debris holes in stucco
3. Water infiltration, including around windows
4. Loose or missing trim
5. Residential inspection
6. Sometimes, storm preparation itself can damage a house.

Broken Windows
Most experienced coastal dwellers board up their windows before a major system comes
through. But not every window is accessible. And sometimes, the protective materials cause
additional damage once they’re removed.



Expect:
1. Broken glass inside and out
2. Damaged window flashing
3. Holes through siding or window frames (from storm-proofing material anchors)
4. Hazy glass that looks undamaged, but might have broken seals

Basement Flooding
Basements are rare in some coastal areas, but fairly common in others. If the storm surge
reaches the house or rainfall causes flooding, a perfectly dry basement might fall prey to
water damage.
Expect:

1. Standing water contaminated with chemicals and biohazards
2. Noticeably cold walls and floors that look dry but feel damp
3. Mold and mildew growth

Waterlogged Appliances
When flood waters reach appliances, they might suffer permanent damage. If they’re still
plugged in after the water recedes, they pose an immediate electrical shock hazard.
Unfortunately, this includes the home’s HVAC system. Money Pit says that in most cases,
flooded appliances require replacement and you can’t safely inspect them.
Expect:

1. Shock- or electrocution-hazard conditions unless appliances are unplugged or
disconnected

2. Electrical sparks and fires
3. Signs of charring on or around appliances

Flooded Electrical Wiring

When flood waters rise high enough to reach electrical outlets, the whole home is at risk of
fire until the electrical main is shut off. It’s usually not safe to assume that it’s safe when the
power is out through the area. If the city restores power, the home you’re inspecting might
become unsafe very quickly. In extreme cases, the home’s wiring might require replacement.
But in many cases, it’s repairable.
Expect:

1. Waterlogged outlets
2. Blown fuses and tripped breakers
3. Charring on or near all electrical wiring

Cracked or Weakened Foundation
With all of the water that a hurricane brings, it’s no wonder so many homes suffer foundation
damage. When waters rise, the ground that supports the foundation gets weak. If it shifts,



the foundation might crack or buckle. It’s not safe to enter a crawlspace under these
conditions. Inspectapedia says it’s smart to stay alert for signs of total structural collapse.
Expect:

1. Contaminated standing water
2. Cracks
3. Bulging blocks or bricks
4. Soil erosion

A residential inspection usually happens just before the sale of a house. But many other
situations merit an inspection, particularly the aftermath of a damaging storm.
If there’s a disaster declaration, government agencies will handle the inspection work. But for
areas that have no government aid, a qualified, experienced home inspector can help
homeowners get on the path toward repairs.


